ETC Selects Eventus Systems for Its State of the Art Trading Risk Management
Platform
Validus Cloud, an innovative regtech software solution, to provide a centralized view into trading,
operations, surveillance, and compliance
Austin, TX, September 14, 2017 – Eventus Systems, Inc. (“Eventus”), a provider of innovative regtech
software solutions announced that Electronic Transaction Clearing, Inc. (“ETC”) is now a client of its
Validus risk and surveillance platform. Validus provides a centralized view of trading, operations,
surveillance, compliance and risk management information for a wide range of financial firms including
FCMs, brokers, Exchanges/ATS, banks and proprietary trading firms.
“From our perspective, Validus Cloud is a very effective surveillance platform and is critical to our efforts
in maintaining a vigorous and fulsome compliance program,” said Eli Wishnivetski, Chief Compliance
Officer at ETC. “Partnering with Eventus and implementing Validus, dramatically increases ETC’s ability to
surveil market activity across our diverse client base efficiently.”
Validus’ proprietary design provides a centralized view into trading, operations, surveillance, compliance
and risk management information across asset classes for both buy- and sell-side firms, and is the only
run-time enterprise risk and compliance platform on the market capable of spanning the front-, middle-,
and back-office. Validus has both Enterprise and Cloud solutions in order to customize the solution per
client.
"We’re delighted to have ETC as a new client, because of their strong client first culture, commitment
to compliance and efficient business operations," said Travis Schwab, CEO of Eventus.

ABOUT EVENTUS
Eventus Systems, Inc. is a regtech software firm that assists financial firms in solving pressing industry
challenges. Led by a veteran management team, Eventus brings exceptional talent and pedigree in
software development, with a particular expertise in capital markets and high-performance data
management. Eventus’ Validus is the only run- time enterprise risk and compliance platform on the
market capable of spanning the front-, middle-, back-office, allowing for sophisticated risk management
and surveillance. Through multi-stream data reconciliation and pipelining, Validus offers a highperformance, scalable platform that was built and battle-tested in the toughest market conditions.
www.eventussystems.com
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ABOUT ETC
Electronic Transaction Clearing, Inc. is a preeminent brokerage and clearing firm, which offers
sophisticated clearing, settlement and custodial services to securities industries participants, such as
broker-dealers, ATS's (alternative trading systems), routing firms, professional trading firms, black-box
trading firms and hedge funds. Since its US broker-dealer’s regulatory approval in July 2009, the

Company has routinely cleared a significant percentage of all US daily equities share volumes. Electronic
Transaction Clearing is a member of FINRA, SIPC and all major US stock exchanges.
www.etc-clearing.com
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